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What About Maple Syrup
Production?

Extension Links:

Maple syrup is one of our oldest agriculture
crops and is one that is solely North
American. Iowa is not generally thought of
as being a maple syrup producing state,
but it does have a few commercial
producers in the Northeastern part of the
state. Currently the local market for maple syrup and candies is greater than the
supply.
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By Dr. Jesse Randall, ISU Extension Forester

A potential producer of maple syrup must carefully analyze their individual situation
before embarking on this labor intensive enterprise. One must have maple species
(sugar maple, black maple, silver maple or boxelder) at least ten inches in diameter, the
resources to invest in the necessary equipment and supplies, and the large amount of
time and labor required by this enterprise. The size of the operation will vary greatly;
small home use production can be accomplished with an investment as small as $50$100 or as much as several thousand dollars to become more mechanized and
automatic.
Sap Collection
Trees must be at least ten inches in diameter to tap. Use one tap for trees 10-15 inches
in diameter, two taps for 16-20 inch trees, three taps for 21-25 inch trees and, no more
than four taps for trees over 25 inches in diameter. Trees should be tapped before the
sap begins to run in the trees. Sap collection usually begins in Iowa in late February or
early March and lasts for approximately three weeks.
Special equipment required to collect sap includes: brace and bit for boring the holes in
the trees, spiles to transfer the sap from the tree to buckets or bags, buckets or sap
bags for collection, a system to transport the sap to the evaporator such as a bulk tank
or plastic tubing with pumps, and storage facilities for the sap until it is processed into
syrup.
Evaporation
Maple sap averages around 2% sugar content; maple syrup is approximately 66%
sugar. Actual sugar content of sap varies widely from tree to tree and from season to
season, but maple sap at 2% sugar content requires 43 gallons of sap to produce a
gallon of syrup. This concentration of sap to syrup is accomplished by boiling the sap in
an "evaporator". Simple evaporators are open pans over a heat source or more
expensive and complex systems for continuous production of syrup.
Yield
Yield of syrup varies from season to season and from tree to tree. In Iowa the average
yield of syrup per tap varies from one-half to one quart. In addition, there are some
quality differences between species (sugar and black maple are preferred) and quality
variation during the sap flow season (late sap may be less desirable). Local markets will
probably not make a distinction between syrup from different species.
Management
Good management is necessary to both increase profitability and reduce risks. Excellent
sanitary practices are a must to produce a high quality product and avoid potential
liability claims. Care in the boiling and finishing processes is necessary to avoid
scorching or imparting a undesirable flavor to the final product. Minimizing the time
period between sap collection and boiling will improve syrup quality and minimize losses
due to spoilage. Because this is a food product, licensing and permits through the Iowa
Department of Agriculture may be required.
Both sap yield and sugar content can be improved through sugar bush management.
Forestry practices which promote crown development will increase the yield and sugar
content.
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Lease Supplement for Obtaining Conservation Practices and Controlling Soil
Loss...Ag Decision Maker, Iowa State University
The purpose of this lease supplement is to encourage cooperation between tenants and landowners to obtain and
maintain needed conservation practices on a rented farm. Rent adjustments should reflect cost and risk incurred by
farming practices. Conservation practices and improvements will not be made unless agreed to in advance and the
tenant has the necessary machinery and management ability. A tenant is not likely to make an important contribution to
soil conservation unless additional costs are shared or the tenant is assured repayment of an unexhausted value in case
the lease agreement ends. Soil loss control is beneficial to both the landowner and tenant.
Soil Loss
Tenant and landowner shall agree to follow specific conservation practices that will control soil loss for a field or the
entire farm. Soil loss limits (tons/acre) have been set under USDA Natural Resource and Conservation Service (NRCS)
conservation compliance guidelines. The farm’s soil conservation plan provided through the NRCS will recommend
alternative soil management practices (mulch or zero tillage, contouring, terraces, rotations, waterways, ground cover,
buffer strips, etc.) to maintain soil losses within allowable limits. The plan can be modified if both the landowner and
tenant agree.
Selecting and agreeing to specific conservation practices must be done with care to meet the original objective of
controlling soil loss.
Cost-Share
Cost-share payments are available for conservation practices. Sharing of expenses and cost-share payments should be
a part of the lease agreement. Contact USDA FSA and NRCS offices for information before initiating practices from both
federal and state sources.
Ground Cover
Ground cover is beneficial throughout the growing season. Trips over fields with tillage tools reduce ground cover.
Ground cover at planting time should be measured. No-till or reduced chisel-disk systems may maintain adequate
ground cover needed on sloping land. Contact local Soil Conservation District (SCD) personnel for determinations of
adequate ground cover based on slope, crop, tillage practices, and timing of tillage operations.
Cropping Practice Examples
(check if required)
______ Fields shall be tilled and planted on the contour where feasible.
______ A winter cover crop shall be seeded on all agreed on crop acres.
______ Waterways removed by tillage, use of chemicals, or other means shall be replaced at the tenant’s expense.
______ Tenant shall clip waterways as necessary for maintenance of soil conservation practices, unless enrolled in
CRP during the nesting season.
______ Corn and soybean fields shall have sufficient ground cover at planting time to control erosion within soil loss
limits set under the conservation plan.
______ No fall tillage shall occur on soybean ground.
______ Soybeans shall not be grown unless soil loss is controlled within soil loss limits set under an approved
conservation plan.
______ No-till shall be used on designated fields.
______ Soybean straw shall not be removed from soybean fields.
______ Crop rotation shall be followed as selected by the landowner on designated field(s).
______ Strip cropping shall be maintained on fields as designated by the landowner.
______ Erosion shall be controlled in farm pond watersheds.
Permanent Practices
Terraces, farm ponds, windbreaks, water control structures, reforestation, waterways, diversion ditches, pasture
improvement, buffer zones, and other practices requiring long-range
investments may require special agreements between landowners and
tenants for installation, maintenance, and sharing of cost and benefit. If
the tenant contributes to permanent practices, a value or cost should be
determined and depreciation rate and recovery of remaining value
determined (see the following table). Any cost share funds received by
the tenant should be deducted first.
The Iowa Custom Rate Survey, (FM1698/ AgDM A3-10) can be used to
value any labor and machinery that the tenant contributes toward the
installation of permanent conservation structures. A depreciation rate of
5 to 7 percent (15- to 20-year life) is appropriate for most structures.

Understand Grain Basis Contracts for Opportunity to Maximize Profit
Chad Hart, ISU Extension Economist

Marketing grain by using basis contracts provides more flexibility in how farmers market their grain and profit
from their crop.
“Typically, when there is a cash price for something, it is thought of as one price,” said Chad Hart, associate
professor and extension economist with Iowa State University. “Basis contracts break that price down into two
components – the futures price and the basis. So instead of trying to maximize just one component, farmers
can try to maximize both. This gives them more flexibility and an opportunity to get a better cash return than
just capturing the highest cash price.”
Knowing how to use basis contracts to lock in a sales price for grain is the focus of Iowa State University
Extension and Outreach publication “Understanding Risk in Basis Contracts” (FM 1891). The publication was
revised and updated by Chad Hart, associate professor and extension economist with Iowa State.
“Basis can be a great signal to help farmers figure out where to sell their crops and improve profitability,” Hart
said. “Basis can also help provide a signal as to who their customers are and if demand is growing or
shrinking.”
Basis contracts differ from price-later contracts because the basis (the difference between the local cash price
and futures price) is established when the contract is signed and because elevators or processors may pay a
portion of the values of the grain at the time it is delivered to the buyer.
“Basis contracts give farmers an opportunity to lock in a basis when it is advantageous to them,” Hart said.
“That gives them the chance to improve their bottom line.”
There are also potential pitfalls when using this type of marketing tactic.
“The risk by using a basis contract is that I’ve locked in one piece of the price but the other part could still
decline,” Hart said. “Once committed to that buyer, if a better price comes along later on, I can’t move those
same bushels to a different buyer for a better price.”
Even with that risk, selling grain through basis contracts should be part of a farmer’s overall marketing plan.
“You want to have a wide variety of tools – sell for cash, sell forward, hedge, basis contract – on your
marketing menu and to use those tools when it makes sense,” Hart said. “Given the volatility we see in prices,
the more choices farms have to market their grain the better off they are.”

Iowa State Develops New Crush Margin App for Hog and Cattle Producers
Lee Schulz, ISU Extension Livestock Economist & Russ Euken, ISU Extension Program Specialist

Livestock producers who purchase feeder cattle or weaned pigs plus the feed, and then sell finished animals
at a specific point in time, take on a significant amount of both input and output price risk. Feeder cattle,
weaned pig and feed prices account for a significant share of the total input cost and along with market
livestock prices are volatile, adding to a producer’s risk.
The crush margin, a term borrowed from the soybean processing industry, describes the margin that can be
hedged using futures contract prices for soybeans, soybean meal and soybean oil. A crush margin also can
be calculated for cattle and hogs and can be used as a risk management tool. For fed cattle, the margin is live
cattle value minus feeder cattle value and estimated corn fed value. For market hogs, the margin is lean hog
value minus weaned pig value and estimated corn and soybean meal fed value.
Lee Schulz, ISU Extension and Outreach livestock economist, has been tracking the crush margins for cattle
and hogs and posting them online for several years. The margin is calculated every Wednesday using the
futures close on that date. The web page will continue and have historical margins in addition to comparing
placement month margins.
This new ISU Livestock Crush Margin App is in addition to the ISU Livestock Crush Margin website and allows
users to select cattle or hogs and pick their placement date for feeder cattle or weaned pigs. It will use the
appropriate futures contract close price from the previous day to calculate the margin without any additional
inputs. Historical basis information Schulz has compiled is programmed to be used in the app. Users also can
enter their own prices or basis for the inputs if they wish to override the defaults.
Russ Euken, ISU Extension and Outreach livestock specialist, said the app was designed to minimize inputs,
yet still provide some flexibility for users.
“The app is a web-based app and internet access is needed to use the app to access CME futures price,"
Euken said. "The app will run in a browser on your computer or the app can be saved on a smart phone for
access by selecting the icon from the screen.”
The app was developed as part of a North Central Region Risk Management Education grant for livestock
price risk management education. Schulz said evaluating margins and taking advantages of profitable
opportunities can be a valuable asset to producers in managing risk.
“Using futures prices to evaluate and manage the crush margin between revenue and the major input costs,
which change with market conditions, is a good price risk management strategy," Schulz said.
The assumptions used in calculating the margins and basis information are available as links on the crush
margin app web page. The new app is listed on the Iowa Beef Center, Iowa Pork Industry Center, and ISU
Economic crush margin websites. Look under Current Markets on the Iowa Beef Center and Iowa Pork
Industry Center websites, or the ISU Livestock Crush Margin App website.
For additional information on the livestock crush margin app contact Schulz, lschulz@iastate.edu or
515-294-3356, or Euken, reuken@iastate.edu 641-923-2856.

Manure a valuable commodity
Daniel Andersen, ISU Extension Agriculture Engineering Specialist

When I first started really thinking about the how’s and why’s of how manure is managed one of the best papers to my
line of thinking was “Making economic sense of why swine effluent is sprayed in North Carolina and Hauled in Iowa” by
Roka, Hoan, and Zering. This paper was written a few years ago, but really what it’s trying to do is understand why people make the decisions they do and trying to look at the economic options from the perspective of each location. The
paper does a lot of fancy economics (it was written by economists after all), but in the end it basically says Iowa soils are
really good, they grow high value crops, and as a result have a greater need for nutrients and value their manure.
I don’t want to delve too deeply into what they wrote, but instead wanted to focus on something related to it. Manure values aren’t static with time, production practices change, fertilizer prices change, and maybe even our need for these nutrients change. As they do the value we can get from our manure values with it. Over the last couple decades we have
seen some pretty big changes in the swine industry, we’ve seen most farms move to we dry feeders, we’ve seen some
ration changes that include more DDGS, and we’ve seen increased use of phytase in these rations. Start adding these
things together and you get some pretty big changes in manure properties, some increasing nutrient content and some
potentially reducing phosphorus content. Along with this we’ve seen some pretty drastic swings in fertilizer prices. This
got me thinking – how as the value of swine manure in Iowa changed.
The first figure I have for you is average concentrations of N, P2O5, and K2O in swine finishing manure as a function of
time for 2000 through 2015. Starting in 2010 we begin to see a pretty pronounced increase in the manure’s nitrogen
content and while P and K have increased, not nearly as much. This has lots of benefits – it means lower application
rates to get the same nutrient application, less water to move around to get those nutrients to our field, and even N:P
ratios that are more closely aligned with the crop need.

Figure 1. Average N, P2O5, and K2O manure concentrations from swine finishing farms with deep pits in Iowa.
If you start looking at what this means for nutrient value in the manure you’ll find that until around 2005 manure nutrient
values were only around $10 per 1000 gallons, but starting in 2007 values skyrocket as nutrient concentrations increased along with higher fertilizer prices. Although it may not be quick as high as back in 2011 when it reached over
$50 worth of nutrient value per 1000 gallons, but it still is in excess of $30. To me this means the message stated about
the economics of manure management in Iowa that Roka, Hoan, and Zering first presented is even more true today –
take advantage of this natural fertility source that that is a more cost effective source of fertility than ever before.

Figure 2. Average value (based on nutrient content) of deep pit swine finishing manure in Iowa.
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February
26 Commercial Ag Weed, Insect and Plant Disease Management, Butler Co
Extension Office, 9-11:30 am (make up)
27- Mar 1 Hawkeye Farm Show, UNI-Dome, Cedar Falls
28 Seed Treatment, Butler Co Extension Office, 9-11:30 am
28 Legislative Day for 4-H, Des Moines
March
7
Ornamental and Turf Applicators, Butler Co Extension Office, 9-11:00 am
7
Butler County Extension Council Meeting, Butler Co Extension Office, 7 pm
10 Clover Patch, Butler Co Extension Office, 9-11 am
20 Region 9 CYC meeting, Butler Co Extension Office 9:30-3:00 pm
21 Certified Handlers, Butler Co Extension Office, 9-11:30 am
24 Swine Weigh In, Butler County Fairgrounds, 10-11 am
April

4 Butler County Extension Council Meeting, Butler Co Extension Office, 7 pm
28 Sheep Weigh In, Butler County Fairgrounds, 9—11am

